
 

 

Origin Energy 2023 AGM report   

ASX code ORG 

Meeting date 18 October 2023 

Type of meeting Physical with webcast  

Monitor Lewis Gomes and Michael Batchelor 

Pre AGM-meeting With Chairman and others 

Meeting Statistics 

Number of holdings represented by ASA 338 

Number of shares represented by ASA 2,342,856 

Value of shares represented by ASA $21.578 million 

Total number attending meeting 99 shareholders and corporate reps, 3 3rd party 
proxy holders, 17 guests and 317 watching the 
webcast 

Market capitalisation $15.86 billion 

ASA open proxies voted ASA voted in favour of all (two only) resolutions  

 

The meeting started with an address from the Chairman emphasising the urgent need to progress 
renewable infrastructure. He advised the country is presently at 35% of renewables with a target 
of 82% by 2030. He said that 10,000km of transmission and 44GW of renewables generation is 
needed by 2030 to meet targets, which seems very challenging. Reconsideration of closure dates 
for coal fired power stations will be expensive and the costs will be borne by consumers. 
Managing reliability and costs to consumers continues to be a challenge. 

The Chairman noted the strong financial performance during FY23, the dividend of 36.5cents per 
share and the impressive contribution from Octopus, which is now the second-largest distributor 
in the UK. 

He summarised the background to the takeover offer from Brookfield and Mid Ocean Energy and 
noted that the Scheme booklet, including the independent expert’s report and target dates for 
completion, should be issued to shareholders on 25 October. He noted that ORG’s share price is 
now trading above the offer price, at around $9.20 per share following approval by the ACCC of 
the takeover offer. Court approval is required to release the Scheme document and it was made 
available on 19 October. The expert report by Grant Samuel “concluded that the Scheme is fair 
and reasonable and is therefore in the best interests of Origin shareholders”. It was noted that 
FIRB and Treasurer approvals are still needed for the Mid Ocean Energy component involving the 
assets of APLNG. 
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The CEO spoke to the FY23 results and the outlook for FY24 as set out in the Voting Intentions. He 
advised that ORG is progressing with the Hunter hydrogen generation plant but suggested that gas 
will continue to be required for generation and firming needs, and that further investment in gas 
will be needed. He noted that coal stockpiles, which were run down during FY23, have since been 
restored. 

Under the item of financial statements, many shareholders expressed disappointment with the 
takeover offer, not so much from a pricing perspective but from the loss of another substantial 
and now successful Australian company to overseas interests. Most shareholders present at the 
meeting appear to want ORG to remain in Australian hands. Questions were asked about the 
development of offshore wind farms and the Chairman advised that ORG is in discussions with 
both the NSW and Victorian governments. 

The re-election of Maxine Brenner as a director went through without any questions or comments 
(unlike at the recent Telstra AGM) with a support level of 93.37% of cast votes. The remuneration 
report was also successful, achieving 98.65% of cast votes. The ASA asked a question as to 
whether the share price appreciation arising at least partly from the takeover offer was used for 
the assessment of the LTI award. The Chairman advised that no discount was applied to the share 
price in the LTI assessment. 

The meeting concluded at 11.30am having opened at 10.00am. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ASA Disclaimer 

This document has been prepared by the Australian Shareholders Association Limited ABN 40 000 625 669 (“ASA”).  It is not a disclosure document, it 
does not constitute investment or legal advice and it does not take into account any person’s particular investment objectives.  The statements and 
information contained in this document are not intended to represent recommendations of a particular course of action to any particular person.  
Readers should obtain their own independent investment and legal advice in relation to the matters contemplated by this document.  To the fullest 
extent permitted by law, neither ASA nor any of its officers, directors, employees, contractors, agents or related bodies corporate: 

• makes any representations, warranties or guarantees (express or implied) as to the accuracy, reliability, completeness or fitness for purpose of any 
statements or information contained in this document; or 

• shall have any liability (whether in contract, by reason of negligence or negligent misstatement or otherwise) for any statements or information 
contained in, or omissions from this document; nor for any person’s acts or omissions undertaken or made in reliance of any such statements, 
information or omissions. 

This document may contain forward looking statements.  Such statements are predictions only and are subject to uncertainties.  Given these 
uncertainties, readers are cautioned not to place reliance on any such statements.  Any such statements speak only to the date of issue of this 
document and ASA disclaims any obligation to disseminate any updates or revisions to any such statements to reflect changed expectations or 
circumstances. 


